
5 People Study Guide  

 

 

JOURNALS: 

Write at least 1 full page on each of the following journals.  Choose at least 8. 

 

1. Create an outline for a novel like this using events that happened on your birthdays.   

Use at least 5 of your birthdays in the outline. 

2. Write a “snapshot” from your life in narrative format. 

3. Describe the events that “will occur” in the last 30 minutes of your life in a manner similar to that in “The End”. 

4. In your opinion, is the comfort of Heaven similar to the safest place on Earth?  Why or why not?  What do you 

think is the safest place on Earth? 

5. Who are the 5 people you will meet in Heaven?  Describe why in detail. 

6. A simple way to date a description is through colors, such as that at the beginning of “The Arrival”.  The colors of 

every generation are different, and an aged color is different from a new color.  What colors do you foresee as 

identifying your generation?  Why? 

7. Name someone that has affected your life that probably does not know they have done so and describe how/when 

they did so in detail. 

8. “All parents Damage their children.” is a statement from the novel.  Discuss how your parents have “damaged” 

you.  Consider:  Is “damage always physical? (Remember, your answers are private and will only be read by me.) 

9. What do you want your coworkers or family to remember about you after you die?  What changes can you make 

right now to begin the process of becoming the person you want them to remember? 

10. In the gambling scene, Eddie doesn’t seem to realize that what he did would affect anyone else.  Why do we do 

things without thinking of how it will affect other?  Describe a time where your actions affected someone else 

adversely, even though you did not realize it until later.  What things have you done recently that might affect 

someone else adversely?  Did you think about those effects before you did it?  Why or why not? 

11. How long can people stay in love?  Describe a marriage that you know of that has lasted a long time (20+ years).  

Why has it survived?  If you interview people, ask their opinion of what they believe makes their marriage 

successful. 

12. The attorney that handles Eddie’s estate sees Eddie’s small bank  

account and limited retirement investment and feels proud and thinks of Eddie as a “poor slob”.  What things in 

life are more important than money?  Discuss the ways in which Eddie really was rich. 

13. In “The Last Lesson” Eddie is submerged in the river by Tala.  Discuss the symbolism in this scene, including the 

title and scene. 

 

 

ESSAY QUESTIONS - at least ½ page required – do ALL: 

 

1. Why does the Blue Man tell Eddie that this is Eddie’s heaven, not his?  Explain in detail. 

2. Does Eddie have a “memory” of his birth in the flashback in “The End”, it is simply a flashback to assist us,  

the readers, in understanding the novel, or does Eddie “see” this moment after he has died and he is reliving  

his life in Heaven? Defend your position with details from the novel. 

3. In the 7th “Birthday” why does Eddie’s father react as he does?  Discuss in detail based on details from the novel. 

4. At the beginning of “The Forth Person . . .” Albom wrote that Eddie thinks he is “rotting away”.   

Why do you think Albom chose the word “rotting” for Eddie to refer to his “aging” condition in Heaven?   

Discuss in detail. 

5. After Eddie meets the young Marguerite, he doesn’t believe that it is really her, and then breaks down and  

cries for the first time since her death.  Why do we assume he is crying now?   

What might he feel at that moment in time?  Discuss in detail. 

 

STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS – short, written answers required: 

1. What is the significance of Eddie’s birthday in the novel?  

i.e. Why does everything center around the date of his birth throughout the novel? 

2. Why does the novel go back and forth between the past and present? 

3. Where did the car key come from? 

4. Will Eddie see his mother in Heaven?  Why do you think he will or will not? 



5. Where did Eddie wake up in “The Arrival”? 

6. What are the colors that identify the past to Eddie at the beginning of “The Arrival”? 

7. What objects, movies, or pictures have you seen that have the same colors described  

at the beginning of “The Arrival”? 

8. Why was the Blue Man blue? 

9. Why did the author, Mitch Albom, choose the Blue Man to be the first person Eddie meets in Heaven? 

10. The Blue Man says, “And Heaven itself has many steps.  This for me is the second.  And for you, the first.”   

What does he mean by this? 

11. Who tells Eddie that he will meet 5 people? 

12. Who does the Blue Man say killed him?  How/Why? 

13. Where was the Blue Man from? 

14. How did the Blue Man die? 

15. What did Eddie doing at the funeral to pass the time? 

16. Why does Eddie act like a child when he is talking to the Blue Man? 

17. Why does Eddie think he has to “pay” in “The First Lesson”? 

18. What happened when the Blue Man hugged Eddie? 

19. What is Lesson Number One? 

20. Who is the second person Eddie meets in Heaven? 

21. What does the rifle and helmet stuck in the ground stand for? 

22. List the things that Eddie learned during the war. 

23. What did the enemy put in their food? 

24. What did they call their captors? 

25. What happened in the forth month? 

26. What did Eddie stop doing after Rabozzo was killed? 

27. What did Eddie know how to do that diverted the captors? 

28. What did they decide to do to their prison when they escaped? 

29. Why did that choice affect the rest of Eddie’s life? 

30. What happened to Eddie’s knee?  Who caused the injury?  Why? 

31. What crawled inside Eddie?  He came home a different “what”? 

32. What happened to the Captain?  How did he die? 

33. What is Lesson Number Two? 

34. What does the Capitan say Eddie “sees” him doing but that he doesn’t really do in Heaven? 

35. Who is the third person Eddie meets in Heaven? 

36. What question does Eddie consider at the beginning of “The Third Person . . .” 

37. What did Eddie notice about the people in café in “The Third person . . .” 

38. What was Eddie’s father’s opinion of his brother? 

39. What was Eddie’s father’s opinion of the dirt under Eddie’s fingernails? 

40. How did Eddie’s father damage him? 

41. What did Eddie’s father see as a weakness? 

42. What happened as a result of Eddie blocking his father’s punch? 

43. According to the Old Woman, when do you have peace? 

44. What did the Old Woman sit on? 

45. How do most people, according to Eddie, think amusement parks are constructed? 

46. Why were amusement parks originally constructed, and by whom? 

47. Why was the Old Woman’s name of importance? 

48. Why did Emile lose his fortune? 

49. What is the Old Woman supposed to tell Eddie? 

50. What did Eddie’s father keep asking him? 

51. Why was it ironic that Eddie ended up working at the pier? 

52. What did the Old Woman do with her umbrella? 

53. What event leads to Eddie’s father’s death? 

54. What did Eddie’s father do to hasten his own death? 

55. What is Lesson Number 3? 

56. What do Eddie’s coworkers say about him in “Thursday, 11 A.M.”? 

57. Why is Eddie coughing at the beginning of “The Forth Person . . .”? 

58. What are the traditions that Eddie observes in the wedding at the beginning of “The Forth person . . .”? 



59. What does “Per l’amaro e il dolce?” mean? 

60. In the 10th Birthday, what raises and then lowers Eddie’s mood? 

61. What had Eddie’s wife been talking about for a year in the 10th Birthday? 

62. What happened because Eddie chose to stay and gamble? 

63. What never happened because of his choice to stay and gamble? 

64. What did Margurite say she could “see from here”? 

65. What does the Margurite in Heaven ask Eddie about the war? And why? 

66. Just before “The Forth Lesson . . .” what did Eddie admit to Margurite? 

67. In the beginning of “The Forth Lesson . . .”  Margurite says “Life has to end; __________ doesn’t.” 

68. What is the Fourth Lesson? 

68. In “Friday, 3:15 P.M.” What does Dominguez realize when he finds himself thinking of Eddie? 

69. What does the attorney find in the “serious looking box”? 

70. Explain the following: “the paleness of surrender becomes the color of Eddie’s days” 

71. What is the name of the little girl in “The last Lesson”? 

72. Who is the little girl? 

73. What happened when he washed her arms and back with the rock? 

74. What does she tell Eddie was the meaning of his life? 

75. Did he save the little girl at the pier?  Why or why not? 

76. Why did Eddie remember the feeling of the little girl’s hands in his? 

77. Discuss the irony in the “her hands” discussion Eddie has with Tala. 

78. In “Epilogue”, how are all the lives intertwined? 

79. What is the Last Lesson? 

 


